


“Wonderfully nuts”
Sam Manicom

Adventurer & Travel Author

“The world wouldn't get anywhere without
this kind of courage, 

fortitude and purpose.”
David Owen

Head of Flight Centre UK Brand

“Effortlessly entertaining”
Steph Jeavons

Adventurer & Travel Author

Dont’ take their words for it, check out this
sneak peak of The Sidecar Guys in action.

https://youtu.be/3mcksH7FDiE
https://youtu.be/3mcksH7FDiE


Ever imagined what it would be like traveling across 10 time zones, in

blizzard-like conditions at temperatures as low as -45*C on a city

commuter scooter and barn-built sidecar? Or perhaps breaking down

in the Sahara desert with zero mechanical expertise only to finally

discover what a bearing is? Matt Bishop and Reece Gilkers are The

Sidecar Guys. They’re known as The Sidecar Guys because they hold

the very niche Guinness World Record holders for the longest-ever

journey by scooter and sidecar and are the first people tO

circumnavigate the planet on a scooter with a sidecar.

Having never ridden a motorcycle or sat in a sidecar before, Matt and

Reece chose the most inconvenient mode of transport they could

possibly think of to find the answer to one crucial question - what are

people like outside of their hometown of Banbury?  On an adventure

that took them through the snows of Siberia, up the searing heights of

the Andes, and at times, found them completely exposed and reliant

on the good nature of complete strangers, both them and their

scooter and sidecar were quite literally being pushed to their absolute

limits! 

Since returning to the UK, they have forged a path as one of the most

stupidly, hilarious, public speaker acts around.  They have founded

The Armchair Adventure Festival - the UK’s most adventurous festival,

have created the #GetOutDoStuff Travel Grant, aimed at encouraging

people to begin their own adventures, and have started Sidecar

Experience, a tour company that offers the completely immersive

experience of traveling by motorcycle and sidecar. Better still the

three-wheeled adventures have continued right across the globe,

they recently returned from a top-to-bottom USA trip and have more

planned for the future  - as you are reading this, it’s very possible they

are on an adventure right now! 



Whether it‘s a motivational talk needed for a corporate event

or a lighthearted, funny after dinner talk, Matt and Reece are

experienced speakers ready to tailor their presentation to you.  

They have spoken to audiences ranging from 20 people to

2000 and regardless of the audience type or size, they always

leave them feeling inspired, motivated and informed. 

To enquire about having The Sidecar Guys as the speakers at

your next event please email e speakers at your next event

please email speaker@thesidecarguys.com or call 

+44 7889 721 391. 
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